Grace Abuhamad: Welcome all!

Avri Doria: your mikes are on

matthew shears: hi all

Grace Abuhamad: Thank you @Avri. All, please mute your mics if you have called in via Adigo conference bridge.

Grace Abuhamad: All -- just a reminder to say your name and affiliation (if any) for the transcript.

Steve DelBianco: @Avri: at the IGF Wednesday panel, Larry Strickling clarified that he wants to start with accountability that’s directly linked to IANA contract, but he’s not limiting the scope to only those items.

matthew shears: question: how are those who have identified themsleves as "other" selected to be a part of the coordination group?

Grace Abuhamad: @Matthew - would you like me to read your question or would you like to speak after Becky?

matthew shears: my audio seems not be functioning so maybe you could read - thanks

Grace Abuhamad: will do. thank you

matthew shears: re: scope - so if we have sugesions as to scope should they be submitted as a part of the consultation that is open on the process as a whole?

Robin Gross: Question: when will the communities receive answers to the questions for clarification which we gathered from our members and sent to staff?

Grace Abuhamad: @matthew -- am I to read both questions?

Grace Abuhamad: @robin: noted

Avri Doria: In terms of answering why we signed up. For those of us who did, we did even if they decide in the end to terminate this form of CCG and replace it with a proper SOAC CWG.
Robin Gross: thanks!

David Olive: Thank you Theresa

Avri Doria: thanks, and good luck

Chuck Gomes: If the answers to the large number of questions submitted jointly by the community are not provided this week, will the comment period be extended?

matthew shears: Thanks

Andrea Beccalli: Thank you Theresa and Grace!